Michaels Textiles Winter 2013 Collection
We are proud to launch the 2013 Michaels Textile Collection. Keeping with the
company’s directive of providing all patterns in every color this release will be sure
not to disappoint. This collection includes 8 new books featuring both time tested
patterns and some exciting new options. With over 125 active sample books
displaying thousand of patterns you are sure to find something that will fit your
design and budget. If you are not already building your Michaels Textile fabric library
the time to start is now.
Quack Quack-Cotton Duck Celebrated in vivid Color
Reminiscent of chic, country casual, this traditional cotton duck, simple and basic, offers
relaxed texture that guarantees a look of natural, pared down elegance. This 42 color
single pattern book offering white, black, brilliant red, emerald green, pink and blue. The
palette also showcases vivacious “Nature Inspired” tones as well as several new “Pales”
like Carved Ivory, Beach, Coastal, Fern, and Pewter. Colors that welcome love,
excitement, and passion have been included for that fabulously vivid “Shot of Color”.
Pattern runs $10.95 per yard cut.
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Meadow Lands-Jacquards-Traditional Design-Classic Color
Come celebrate the marriage of large and small scale traditional jacquards with
extraordinary “time honored” color; 11 classic patterns, both decorative and traditional,
revel in the glory of this stunning, price sensitive collection. Feel free to mix and match
pattern and scale, each presented in color coordinated families, creating that perfect
“eye catching” look of large scale florals or classic paisleys-happily parried with you
choice of 2 decorative stripes. 2 fabulous diamonds, one slight smaller and bit more
Ornamental than the other. Patterns run $9.95 per yard cut.
Tastefully Done-Faux Silk-Embroideries, Jacquards and Textured Solids
Part Solid, part Jacquard, nor part embroidery too. This intense, complex, and
generously proportioned collection will be a tasty addition to your decorative library
and now is proudly produced in a number of designs and color that will be welcomed
the world over. With 150 sku’s available, tastefully done offers the ultimate ending to
any room or treatment. From sophisticated and elegant to comfy and cozy, even a bit
sensual and sexy-finding that perfect coordinate is fun and exciting and carries with it,
endless possibilities for creating all sorts of treatments. Patterns run $13.95-33.95.
Palace Court-Narrow Sheers-36 Dazzling Patterns-104 Neutral Colors
This exquisite collection of decorative, novelty sheers offers you a choice of seven
delightful categories-from basic solids to interesting textures to delicate laces,
enchanting burnouts and magnificent embroideries-36 dazzling patterns in 104 ultra
rich, ultra neutral, and ultra stylish, graceful options. Want a bit more edge? Mix several
of the textured options for a coordinated look of plaids, checks, stripes, and solids.
Patterns vary from 4.50 to 23.95 per yard
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Gracious-Satins-Tone on Tone Stripes & Decorative Faille
Design throughout the industry reflects a love of traditional style, often met with modern,
eclectic look and balanced by the soft, free-flowing charm, elegance and grace of an
outstanding, decorative fabric. 75 beautiful shades, from the palest of white to the
deepest of charcoal and an amazing ambiance to any design and offers a number of
ways to create a specific look that’s both current and popular. Looking to add extra
width to a wall or heighten a ceiling, or maybe one of a dozen more optical tricks to
enhance your space? Subtle stripes add depth, energy, and exuberance to any room
and enhances any highly styled or casual décor. Patterns run $20.95 per yard.
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Party Time-Decorative Solids-Fabulous Collection of Innovative Textures
Get the party started and transform your room into a celebration of color and style!
Whether sophisticated and chic or casual and comforting, it’s the detail of these
Innovative textures that will truly make the difference. Pattern Birthday celebrates
Beautiful “specks of color” and offers a fantastic, classic chintz finish in 35 color ways.
No matter what your décor, Party Time offers a selection of 4 stunning textures and
Features 141 of the hottest colors of the season. Patterns vary from $11.95 to $18.50.
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Cascades Wide Width Sheers-Decorative Designs-Exceptional Value
Join us for the quintessential beauty of this “not so little” collection of wide width sheers.
This collection of 198 different colors and styles features an assortment of basic solids,
decorative stripes, plaids, and the endless beauty of several magnificent textures.
Experiment going “color free” or creating an eye catching, dynamic focal point in shades
shades of soft blueor mossy green; either way, a simple, chic look easily changes from
modern to romantic or traditional to progressive. Patterns vary from $7.95 to $13.95.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Divine- Solid Textures-Relaxing Chenille Texture
Escape your hectic day and sink into a world of fantasy and desire with this soft,
tantalizing chenille. Exceeding 125,000 double rubs, pattern Divine is ideal for both
commercial and residential applications. The timeworn feel is attractive and alluring.
sporting a relaxed look with a delightful texture. Colorful and casual. This family friendly
chenille showcases 33 terrific colors, offering shades like an “ultra feminine soft oyster”
to a “masculine and mesmerizing grey” Pattern runs $15.95 per yard.
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